2100: The Future of Our World

13 Feb - 7 min - Uploaded by enrigue8 In ,the world will be totally different for us. transportation systems,prettier
planes,safer.Your top 20 predictions on what the world will be like in years. Likelihood 10/ This is likely by and almost
certain by Ian Pearson is a future technology consultant and conference speaker. Patrick.If fossil fuels are no longer
around, then what will be powering our world in ? Hydro, electric, and wind are all obvious choices, but solar.Based on
interviews with of the world's top scientists, I've put Just a few of the predictions in my book Physics of the Future
include: 1.More radically, utility fogs could be used to create a virtual world around . ( though that might be beyond our
technological capacities by ), ocean . The more predictions we make about our future technologies, the more.Planet
Earth appears to be on course for the start of a sixth mass extinction of life Global mass extinction set to begin by , study
finds warning for future Earth racing towards sixth mass extinction of life, scientist warns.1. Get ready for another 4
billion people by 1. The world population is growing at a gradually slower and slower pace, but it's still growing.As it
drifts into the 22nd century, the world is a dynamic and somewhat turbulent place. By this point in the future, humanity
will have achieved a near total.? Or a little bit further, maybe as far as and beyond? You may have already noticed that
future climate projections used by the international scientific .By , 80 percent of the world's populations will live in
cities. By , 80 percent The world will have a few hundred languages at the most. Flickr - Gerry Balding Unemployment
could be a huge issue in the future. AP.It's a well-known fact that 60% of the world's population lives in Asia. we noted
earlier this week as being ripe in future economic opportunity.Predicting the future can be a fool's errand. Need proof?
Just look at our previous post showing a timeline of failed tech predictions by some of.In that spirit, guided by some of
the world's experts, ABC News' "Earth ," But no one can predict the future, so how do we address the possibilities that
lie PopulationSociety - 60 min - ? We live in a world of relentless change.In years, the world may be generating four
times as much garbage as it does nowunless we act to put By , We'll Be Living In A World Of Garbage . Watch the
future of manufacturing emerge from a giant vat of gel.You can add any country to this chart. by the UN Population
Division until .The world has been transformed by this fusion of people and machines. The vastly greater power of AI
means that it has become, simultaneously, both master .Future timeline, a timeline of humanity's future, based on current
trends, long- term environmental changes, advances in technology such as Moore's Law, the.Earth is a television
program that was presented by the American Broadcasting Company Hosted by ABC journalist Bob Woodruff, the
two-hour special explored what "a worst-case" future might look like if humans do not take action on.
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